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R ecommender systems attempt to predict items in which a user might be interested,

given some information about the user’s and items’ profiles. Most existing rec-

ommender systems use content-based or collaborative filtering methods or hybrid meth-

ods that combine both techniques (see the sidebar for more details). We created Informed 

Recommender to address the problem of using con-
sumer opinion about products, expressed online in
free-form text, to generate product recommendations.

Our process builds a collection of relevant con-
sumer product reviews. Technically, the procedure
for collecting reviews follows the algorithms for
automated news extraction from news sites.1 Once
the product opinions mining base is populated, we
employ text-mining techniques to extract useful
information from review comments. Here, we dis-
cuss the overall framework for automating the use
of consumer reviews and the framework’s individ-
ual components. Where possible, we’ve used exist-
ing algorithms (for example, in the text-mining
process) because our goal is to demonstrate our
approach’s strengths. 

System overview
Our recommender process involves several steps.

For review information to be useful for the recom-
mendation process, we must translate it into a struc-
tured form and communicate it to the process in a
form suitable for generating recommendations. We’ve
developed and employed an ontology to translate
opinions’ quality and content into a form the recom-

mender process can use. The text-mining process au-
tomatically maps the review comments into the ontol-
ogy’s information structure.

A ranking mechanism computes a product’s rat-
ing using the information from the consumer reviews
stored in the ontology. It prioritizes that information
with respect to the consumer’s level of expertise in
using the product under consideration. The recom-
mender system makes a recommendation based on
the ontology data. Therefore, the recommendation
quality depends on accurately mapping the proper
knowledge from the semantic features in the review
comments into the ontology structure. Figure 1 shows
our proposed system’s overall process structure, and
the following sections outline the steps involved.

Representing consumer reviews
Our first step was to find a suitable tool for extract-

ing the information in the text and converting it into
structured data. Identifying an appropriate repre-
sentation of consumer opinions that the system can
use is a key problem. One way to convert these opin-
ions to a structured form is to use a translation ontol-
ogy, which is typically used as a form of knowledge
representation and sharing. In this application, the
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Content-based filtering methods use information about the
item itself to make suggestions, rather using than information
about other consumers’ preferences. Such systems emulate the
behavior of a consumer recommending a product to a friend
because he or she has used the product and knows the friend’s
preferences in terms of product features.

Content-based recommender systems uniquely characterize
each consumer without having to match his or her interests to
other consumers. They can provide a list of content features
that explain why an item has been recommended. Such a list
can strengthen consumer confidence in the recommendation
and reflect the consumer’s own preferences. In the content-
based approach, consumers can provide some initial informa-
tion about the product to assist the system.

Collaborative filtering makes recommendations about the
preferences of a user (filtering) on the basis of the other users’
collective taste information (collaborative). The underlying as-
sumption of such methods is that those who agreed in the past
also tend to agree again in the future.1 In other words, these sys-
tems emulate the behavior of a consumer recommending a pro-
duct to a friend because other consumers that she knows, and
believes have tastes similar to her friend’s, like the product.

Technically, such a system operates similarly to a case-based-
reasoning system, without the adaptation step. It maintains a
case base of individual consumers’ preferences, finds other
consumers whose known preferences correlate significantly
with the user’s, and recommends to the user other items that
matched patrons enjoyed. The system can give the user a list of
some of these patrons and their previous purchases to provide
an explanation and make the user more confident about the
recommendation.

This approach requires a sufficient number of consumer rat-
ings. Collaborative-filtering systems use a collection of histori-
cal rating data of m users on n products as input, which they
collect by asking users to rate products on a scale.2 Collecting
such ratings requires the consumer to spend time responding,
and the actual values might not necessarily provide reliable
estimates of consumer preferences. Another issue such systems
face is how to recommend products that haven’t been rated by
enough consumers.

The traditional collaborative-filtering approach doesn’t pro-
vide effective recommendation strategies. Collaborative filter-
ing and content-based filtering perform unsatisfactorily with-
out large amounts of usage data, which discourages users
from using the system, and the system’s performance can’t be
improved without sufficient user participation.3 To solve this
problem, we use reviews from experienced consumers that are
already available on the Internet to determine the most popu-
lar product according to the given criteria.

Rather than completing forms with rating values, many
consumers prefer to use natural language and express their
opinions about the product in a free-text form, similar to a con-
versation with a friend. In the online world, consumers can ex-
change their experiences with a product in several ways:4,5 pro-
duct review forums, virtual-community logs, product discussion
boards, and e-commerce Web sites. There’s growing evidence
that such forums inform and influence consumers’ purchase de-
cisions.6,7 Decision makers use expert advice either to make
their decisions more accurate or to reduce their effort expendi-
ture.8 Despite the importance and value of such information,
no comprehensive mechanism exists that formalizes selecting,
retrieving, and using opinions.

Part of the problem resides in the complexity of extracting
information from text data and converting it into product rec-
ommendation. Gediminas Adomavicius provided an overview
of recent developments in recommender systems.3 According
to this review, recommender systems that use review comments
using text mining techniques are yet to be developed. Francesco
Ricci and René Wietsma proposed using review comments to
give some explanation about recommendations made.9,10 They
believed the review comments could be widely used in recom-
mender systems and result in better recommendations. So far,
Ricci and Wietsma seem to have created the only recommen-
der system that integrates reviews in the recommendation
process.9,10 They use product reviews in the product selection
decision process for a mobile recommender system, employing
social-filtering algorithms to extract knowledge from the re-
views. Their system aims to improve the explanation of the rec-
ommendation by providing relevant reviews from users with
similar tastes. The reviews are used to explain the recommen-
dations but not to actually make recommendations.
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ontology contains two main parts: opinion
quality and product quality, which summa-
rize the consumer’s skill level and experi-
ence with the product under review, respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows the ontology’s general
structure. Opinion quality includes several
variables to measure the opinion provider’s
expertise with the product. Product quality
represents the opinion provider’s valuation
of the product features, which is highly do-
main specific.

Mapping comments 
to the ontology

An ontology provides a controlled vo-
cabulary and relationships among words to
describe the consumer’s skill level and
experience with the product in the review
comment in the system. We need to define
the classes and relationships in the ontol-
ogy only once and can use them until the
products have new features. Each review
comment is represented as an ontology
instance. Manually mapping the ontology
instances is tedious and time consuming, so
we’ve automated the process using text-
mining techniques. As the ontology has
been defined, the mapping process includes
the identification of both the classes in-
volved in the instance and their attributes. The mapping process
involves two steps.

The first step, sentence selection and classification, identifies
the class attributes. In the valuation from the text data, the user
assigns each feature from the comment either a “good” or “bad”
value. Therefore, the system selects and classifies the sentences
in the review into three categories: “good,” “bad,” and “quality.”
The “good” category groups sentences containing information
about features that the consumer has valuated as product strengths.
The “bad” category groups sentences containing information about
features that the consumer considers product weaknesses. The
“quality” category contains the sentences that indicate the opin-
ion quality as determined by the consumer’s skill level.

Once the system has selected the relevant sentences, the second
step, concept identification, identifies the classes to which the sen-
tences belong. The concepts implicated in the sentences determine the
classes in the ontology, which are identified by related words.

Sentence selection and classification
Under the text-mining paradigm, this application treats each sen-

tence as a document. We first considered using a shallow parser as an
analyzer tool to group review sentences. However, most such parsers
give complicated, incorrect results. Furthermore, each document is
very short. Classification algorithms based on term frequencies don’t
provide satisfactory results either. So, our system employs rule-based
classification techniques.

At this stage, our work has focused on using text mining for auto-
matically mapping review comments onto ontology instances. Hence,
we employed off-the-shelf text-mining kits. Sholom M. Weiss and

his colleagues used the Text-Miner Software Kit and the Rule Induc-
tion Kit for Text to obtain classification rule sets.2 TMSK generates
a dictionary from a set of documents and converts a set of sentences
into sparse vectors based on the dictionary. RIKTEXT uses the dictio-
nary and the vectors representing each category to learn how to clas-
sify sentences into categories. RIKTEXT is a complete software pack-
age for learning decision rules from document collections. It induces
rules automatically from training data and outputs a rule set of clas-
sifications of “good,” “bad,” and “quality” categories.

Test case
We used opinions from 68 reviews of the Canon PowerShot SD500

(Digital IXUS 700) digital camera from the Digital Photography
Review Web site (www.dpreview.com) to create the training data set.
We obtained 195 sentences for the “good” category, 127 sentences for
“bad,” and 47 sentences for “quality.” We used two-thirds of the data
for training and the rest for testing. We specified how many cases
should be used for testing, and RIKTEXT selected them randomly. Table
1 presents the results. As you can see, it displays a number of rule
sets. This test used 123 test cases.

In the table, “*” indicates the best rule set according to the error
rate and simplicity. “Variables” indicates the total number of con-
juncts in the left-hand side of the rules. The column “Training error”
gives the error rate of the rule sets on the training data. “Test error”
is an error-rate estimate, and “Test standard deviation” is the stan-
dard deviation of the estimate. “Error/variable” gives an indication
of the solution’s quality. The chosen rules are those that have the min-
imum error rate or are very close to the minimum but may be simpler
than those that have the minimum. The mean variable (the average
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Figure 1. The process structure of a recommender system that uses online consumer
reviews as its input information source.
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Figure 2. The structure of the ontology used in the recommendation from consumer 
opinion applications.
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number of variables of the resampled rule set that approximates in
size the rule set for the full data) for each test case was zero.

Tables 2 and 3 show the rule sets obtained from classification of the
“bad” and “quality” categories. Each of these tests used 124 test cases.

Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and f-measure obtained from
training and test cases for all three categories. Figures 3–5 show the
selected rule sets to classify sentences into each category.

Concept identification
Once each sentence has been classified into a category, the con-

cept (class) in the ontology implicated in the sentence must be iden-
tified. Each concept in the ontology contains a label name and a
related word list. The lists contain vocabulary (sets of keywords)
that the system can use to match the concept with a sentence in the
comments. For example, related words for the concept “compari-
son” include “compare,” “compared,” “equal,” and “same.”

Notes on implementation
We manually created the ontology to ensure that it was complete

and well defined. However, mapping the ontology instances from
review comments is fully automatic after training. Similar to other
classification applications, collecting and labeling training exam-

ples for sentence classification are manual processes. Once the sys-
tem has been trained, it automatically classifies a sentence as “good”
or “bad.” In the concept identification step, we created the synonym
database manually. The system identifies the concept automatically
if it identifies in the sentence a keyword from the database.

Ranking
The review comments are first mapped onto the ontology to make

the ranking calculations possible. As we mentioned earlier, the
ontology contains two main parts: opinion quality and product qual-
ity. The system computes a set of measures—opinion quality (OQ),
feature quality (FQ), overall feature quality (OFQ), and overall
assessment (OA)—on the basis of the data in the ontology. OQ eval-
uates opinions’ weighting value according to the opinion provider’s
expertise. OFQ is the global valuation of the feature from all
reviews, which is calculated from the FQ value of individual com-
ment. OA provides a final score of the product based on the valua-
tion of each feature. The system makes a recommendation in
response to a user request on the basis of these measurements. The
recommendation is based on the review comments as summarized
by an OFQ value for each feature. In this section, we detail the cal-
culation of these measures.
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Figure 3. The selected rule set to classify 
sentences into the “good” category. 
The rules are the output of RIKTEXT.

Table 1. Pruned rule sets to classify sentences into the “good” category.

Number Training Test Test standard Error/
Rule set of rules Variables error error deviation variable

1 32 34 0.1696 0.3171 0.0420 0.00

2* 30 31 0.1736 0.3171 0.0420 0.67

3 29 29 0.1795 0.3333 0.0425 2.00

4 24 24 0.2091 0.3659 0.0434 3.00

5 22 22 0.2249 0.3496 0.0430 4.00

6 1 1 0.2308 0.4715 0.0450 0.14

*best rule set according to error rate and simplicity.

1. fast>=1 —> gd
2. results —> gd
3. good>=1 —> gd
4. nice —> gd
5. overall —> gd
6. pocketable —> gd
7. great —> gd
8. use>=1 —> gd
9. underwater>=2 —> gd

10. problems & no —> gd
11. impressed —> gd
11. function —> gd
12. like>=1 —> gd
13. better>=1 —> gd
14. speed —> gd
15. compact —> gd
16. pocket —> gd
17. ps>=1 —> gd
18. love —> gd
19. user —> gd
20. sd500 —> gd
21. quality>=1 —> gd
22. small —> gd
23. able —> gd 24. sd —> gd
25. far —> gd
26. photos —> gd
27. shots —> gd
28. really>=1 —> gd
29. mode>=1 —> gd
30. [TRUE] —> ~gd

Table 2. Pruned rule sets to classify sentences into the “bad” category.

Number Training Test Test standard Error/
Rule set of rules Variables error error deviation variable

1 25 28 0.1731 0.3710 0.0434 0.00

2 25 27 0.1755 0.3710 0.0434 1.00

3 24 25 0.1779 0.3468 0.0427 1.50

4 20 20 0.2043 0.3065 0.0414 2.20

5 14 14 0.2500 0.2742 0.0401 3.17

6 12 12 0.2740 0.2661 0.0397 5.00

7 10 10 0.3029 0.2661 0.0397 6.00

8* 9 9 0.3221 0.2581 0.0393 8.00

9 8 8 0.3438 0.2742 0.0401 9.00

10 7 7 0.3678 0.2823 0.0404 10.00

11 1 1 0.3870 0.6532 0.0427 1.33

*best rule set according to error rate and simplicity.
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Rating the consumer skill level
People with diverse experience and skill levels made review com-

ments. In general, people who have been using a product longer can
provide more reliable opinions. Therefore, rather than treating all opin-
ions equally, we should give more experienced people’s opinions more
weight than those of people with little knowledge of the product.

We define opinion quality as the sum of the weight wj given for
each variable j representing the skills and experiences of consumer
i divided by the number of variables representing the information
about the consumer’s skill and expertise provided in the ontology:

(1)

We calculate OQ from the values stored in the corresponding part of
the ontology. We calculate an OQ value for each piece of a comment.

Product quality ranking
Informed Recommender ranks a product according to consumer

comments for each feature. Owing to the difficulties of quantifying
user valuation from texture data, each feature from the comment can
only be assigned either “good” or “bad,” calculated as 1 or �1 respec-
tively. The system calculates an FQ score for each feature, which is
a function of consumer valuation and OQ.

We define FQ as the quality value for each feature of the product

in a review and calculate it by multiplying the
rating by the customer’s OQ value:

(2)

Selecting the relevant opinion
and making recommendations

When a user requests an evaluation of a particular product based
on certain features, the overall feature quality is calculated from
reviews containing the valuation of this feature.

We define OFQ as the global valuation of the feature from all
reviews, which is calculated by the average FQ value:

(3)

Here, we used a scaling factor to make a minor adjustment of a
user valuation, which can be set to

(4)

where n is the number of all the features the consumer rated. Each
review rated a different number of features so that n could be different.
To provide the user with a comprehensive valuation of the product
quality in relation to the requested features, we define an overall assess-
ment (OA) score, which provides a final score of the product based on
each feature’s valuation. It’s the sum of all OFQs (from equation 3)
multiplied by the importance index:

Scalingfactor
n

= 1

OFQ
Scalingfactor FQ

NumberOfOpinionsf =
∗( )∑

FQ r OQf i= ∗

OQ

w

ni

j
j

n

=
∑
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Figure 5. Selected rule set to classify 
sentences into the “quality” category.

1. own —> ql
2. bought —> ql
3. digital —> ql
4. powershot —> ql
5. cameras>=1 —> ql
6. sony>=1 —> ql
7. [TRUE] —> ~ql

Table 4. Additional statistics obtained from the training 
and test cases for all three categories.

“Good” category “Bad” category “Quality” category

Training Test Training Test Training Test
cases cases cases cases cases cases

Precision 71.6049 67.5676 73.0159 70.3704 74.0741 60.0000

Recall 89.2308 76.9231 54.1176 44.1860 64.5161 37.5000

F-measure 79.4521 71.9424 62.1622 54.2857 68.9655 46.1538

Figure 4. The selected rule set to classify 
sentences into the “bad” category.

1. purple>=1 —> bd
2. iso>=1 —> bd
3. manual —> bd
4. problem>=1 —> bd
5. battery>=1 —> bd
6. not —> bd
7. lcd —> bd
8. no —> bd
9. [TRUE] —> ~bd

Table 3. Pruned rule sets to classify sentences into the “quality” category.

Number Training Test Test standard Error/
Rule set of rules Variables error error deviation variable

1 20 34 0.0422 0.1371 0.0309 0.00

2 17 28 0.0552 0.1290 0.0301 0.67

3 13 18 0.0779 0.1774 0.0343 0.70

4 9 9 0.1104 0.1371 0.0309 1.22

5* 7 7 0.1299 0.1129 0.0284 3.00

6 6 6 0.1396 0.1210 0.0293 3.00

7 5 5 0.1558 0.1371 0.0309 5.00

8 4 4 0.1818 0.1371 0.0309 8.00

9 3 3 0.2143 0.1210 0.0293 10.00

10 2 2 0.2500 0.1290 0.0301 11.00

11 1 1 0.3019 0.1290 0.0301 16.00

*best rule set according to error rate and simplicity.
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(5)

The importance index measures the features’ different influences
on a consumer’s decision making. It can be assigned in two ways:
according to the importance of the feature in the user request or

according to the frequency with which consumers have rated the fea-
ture in their reviews.

Illustrated example
Here we present the steps that Informed Recommender follows to

offer a recommendation about a digital camera in response to a user
request. Again, we conducted this example using data from the Dig-
ital Photography Review. First, we explain how we defined the ontol-
ogy and how the reviews are mapped onto the ontology.

Representing consumer reviews: The ontology
First of all, we define an ontology—in this case, for the digi-

tal-camera domain. We obtained each concept in the ontology by
analyzing consumer reviews. Consumers can rate any digital cam-
era on a scale of half a star to four stars and write free-form text
reviews.

To construct the ontology, we first listed all possible objects
necessary to cover given camera reviews. We determined that such
a list should include different digital camera brands such as Canon,
Sony, and so on. Furthermore, different cameras can be qualified
by features such as size, zoom, lens, and picture quality. The con-
cept “features” represents this information. The reviews can also
be qualified by reviewer, depending on whether the opinion comes
from a beginner or professional and on the reviewer’s level of
expertise using digital cameras.

Mapping a review comment into an ontology
Once the ontology has been defined, we must match the infor-

mation in the review with the ontology. We now show a new map-
ping to map the information into the ontology. We conducted this
example using the review in figure 6. The next sections describe
the classification process applied to the new review.

Classifying each sentence into a category. Informed Recommender
applies the set of rules we obtained in the previous section to each
sentence of the new review to classify it into one category. For exam-
ple, the system classified the first sentence into the “good” category
on the basis of rule 26 in figure 3 and because no “bad” or “quality”
rules applied.

Twenty sentences have been classified—eight into the “good”
category, three into the “bad” category, and
one into the “quality” category. Five are
irrelevant (none of the rules has been
applied).

Finding the concept represented in the sen-
tence. For each sentence that’s classified as
“good” or “bad,” the system finds the map-
ping feature by searching the keywords in
the related-words list. For example, in the
first sentence, that has been classified as a
good opinion. Also, the system has found a
word (“carry”) that’s related to the concept
“size.” We suppose that the size of the cam-
era is good, so the system assigns the value
“good” for the feature “size” in the ontology.

Figure 7 shows the mapping of the new
review onto the predefined ontology.

OA OFQ ImportanceIndex= ∗∑
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Figure 6. The review from Digital Photography Review
(www.dpreview.com) that we used in our example.

Figure 7. Mapped ontology from a consumer review comment.

Quality
situation

Quality
image

Quality
picture

Good GoodGoodGood GoodBad GoodBad

Camera: Canon
PowerShot D630
User: nzjss
Date: 16 April 06 

Good

Battery

Physical

ModeFlashSpeedLCDLensSize

Review
data

Camera

Canon PowerShot SD630 (nzjss, 16 Apr 06):
You cant take a photo unless you are carrying a camera and this
is a good one to carry all the time! I have owned most IXUS cam-
eras since the first—Just traded my Ixus 700 on this one (an Ixus
65 but still have an Ixus 40). The huge screen is excellent for
framing shots and showing them off. I like the new low shutter
speed showing on the screen and the grid lines. The screen is
quite scratch resistant (unlike the 40 or 700 which scratch easily).
Images are “good” (not stunning) better handheld in low light
than the 700 but still blurry for distant features in landscapes.
Gives excellent 6�4 prints on Canon CP330. The smaller 5-way
selector button is touch sensitive and shows fancy icons on the
screen that get bigger when you touch (not push) that side of the
button—nice! The Flash is undersized but works well with closer
subjects and has good balance for backlit shots. The bigger strap
eye on this camera allows you to fit the strap of your choice. I use
a black early Ixus strap that works better with my Jenova black
leather Ixus belt case. Interesting to see other camera brands
copying the Canon zoom button around the shutter release—
works well on the Ixus 65/SD630 with the new low profile but-
tons. The slim mode switch on top is now needs the left hand.
This is my “main” camera—and while there are times when I
want a longer or wider lens I would not be draging along the big
camera that they are attached to. Recommended—if there was a
better camera this size I would have bought it! The Images are
not that sharp but better than the 700. No manual ASA select and
still no Battery power meter. Not so much room for the right
thumb to grip the back but practicing a different finger arrange-
ment holding the camera in the forefinger and thumb with the
other fingers clamped on the strap. The Auto-Rotate is such
crap—who needs to see a smaller image rather than turn the
camera? Mode switch in this position changes easilly when
pulling the camera out of it’s case.
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Computing the recommendation
In this section, we provide detailed calculations of the recom-

mendation in response to a user request. Table 5 shows five ontol-
ogy instances mapped from review comments, which are used for
the recommendation calculations in the example.

Obtaining OQ. OQ is calculated using equation 1. Table 6 presents
the weighting value of each variable defined in the equation.

The OQ values for each consumer in table 5 are

With the calculated values, the best opinion came from Andy: he’s
a professional photographer, he has used digital cameras for a longer
period of time than the other consumers in the sample, and he has
used three different cameras.

As equation 1 explained, the system calculates OQ as the average
of the four variables. In the case of missing information on one or
more variables, it calculates OQ as the average of the remaining vari-
ables. In case no information is available, it sets the OQ as the aver-
age of the lowest possible values of all variables, which is 0.35 
(= (0.3 + 0.3 + 0.3 + 0.4)/4) according to table 6.

Obtaining the FQ. The system also calculates the FQ value for each
feature rated by the consumers. For example, as table 5 shows, John
gave the value “good” or “bad” for each feature of the digital cam-

era Sony W70. As calculated earlier, his OQ value is 0.6. As we
described in the “Product quality ranking” section, we calculate FQ
for each feature in John’s opinion by assigning the value 1 for “good”
and -1 for “bad.” So, for example, his “good” categorization for the
Documentation and Zoom features equals 0.6, and his “bad” cate-
gorization for the Interface feature is –0.6.

The system applied the same process to all consumers. It calcu-
lated OQ and FQ for each review comment offline to quickly respond
to the user requests. The system requires users to input the camera
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Table 5. Ontology instances mapped from consumer reviews.

Consumer information

Consumer John Karem James Laura Andy

Camera Sony W70 Sony W70 Sony W70 Olympus Z25 Canon A630

Opinion quality

Consumer skill Beginner Professional Beginner Beginner Professional

Experience using 2 months 1 year 2 weeks 3 months 2 months
this camera

Experience using 4 months 1 year 3 weeks 5 months 2 years
any digital camera

Number of different 2 1 1 2 3
cameras used

Product quality

Features Size: good Zoom: good Weight: good Size: good Size: good
Interface: bad Interface: bad Documentation: bad Interface: bad Documentation: 
Documentation: Price: bad Material: bad good
good Battery: good Sof.: bad
Zoom: good Wi-Fi: bad

Start-up: bad

Table 6. Variables representing the consumer’s 
level of expertise in using a digital camera.

Value Weight

Consumer skill

Beginner 0.5

Advanced 0.7

Professional 0.9

Consumer experience

Experience Day 0.3
using this 

Week 0.5camera
Month 0.7

Year 0.9

Experience  Day 0.3
using any 

Week 0.5digital camera
Month 0.7

Year 0.9

Number One 0.3
of different 

Two 0.5cameras used
Three 0.7

More than three 0.9
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model they’re interested in and to select the features that they’re most
concerned with. The features in the selection panel are the same set
of features that the ontology covers.

Making a recommendation. Consider this user request: “I would like
to know if Sony W70 is a good camera, specifically its interface and
battery consumption.” The system can identify three keywords (“Sony
W70,” “interface,” and “battery”). First, only the opinions for Sony
W70 are selected. Table 5 gives three opinions about the Sony W70:
John’s, Karem’s, and James’s. Each feature’s OFQ is calculated
using equation 3:

The system obtains the OA on the basis of the two features re-
quested using equation 5. The importance index was calculated in
two ways. If the user has expressed that the interface is more impor-
tant than the battery, the value of 1 is assigned for interface and 0.5
for battery. Using these values, the OA for Sony W70 camera is

If the user doesn’t give a preference, the importance index is cal-
culated on the basis of how frequently the feature has been reviewed:

(6)

where n is the number of times that the feature appears in the reviews
and N is the total number of reviews. Using equation 6, the OA for
the Sony W70 camera is

Assigned the value “good” for OA and OFQ > 0 and “bad” for OA
and OFQ < 0, the Sony W70 camera is bad, according to consumers’
opinions. Figure 8 shows the response to the user request.

Informed Recommender also recommends the best camera accord-
ing to the features the user is concerned with. It applies the same
process to all other camera reviews and recommends the Canon A630.

Research using reviews in a recommender system is still in its
infancy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt

to build a recommender system based on review comments in free-
form text. Other researchers have used reviews to give some expla-
nation about a product recommendation.3,4 We have proposed a
potentially novel approach for retrieving review information.

We drew the following conclusions about the mapping process:

• The comments we used in the example are all for one model of
camera (Canon PowerShot SD500). The recall and precision mea-
sures could be improved in the classification process by using mul-
tiple models.

• The “good” category contains more training data than other cate-
gories, so it achieved the best results.

• We couldn’t classify some long, complicated sentences into any
category. Such sentences should be broken into several short sen-
tences before classification.

Despite these issues, we consider the results we obtained to be
good because we can accurately map a large portion of a review
into the predefined ontology. Implementing this method lets our
system use valuable textual information to make recommendations.
In addition, using this textual information lets us obtain ratings of
products that haven’t been rated by a sufficient number of con-
sumers. This helps our system overcome the cold-start problem,
which challenges collaborative-filtering techniques. In future work,
we intend to evaluate our approach with the intended consumer
groups in a real-world application.
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Interface = Bad
Battery = Good
Overall assessment < 0 (bad)

Importance index
from user request

OA = –0.075

Importance index
from user reviews

OA = –0.063

OFQinterface = –0.165
OFQbattery = 0.18

Interface = Bad
Battery = Good
Overall assessment < 0 (bad)

Canon SonyW70 Canon SonyW70

Recommendation

CanonA630
(OA = 0.19 and 0.10,
highest value of all cameras)

Figure 8. Recommendations: (a) a partial result of a recommendation based on a user request and (b) the final recommendation
including both a response to the user request and a recommendation of the best camera according to all user ratings.

(a) (b)
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